
XIV. The geostrophic reference velocity inverse problem

Let’s revisit  the problem of determining the geostrophic reference velocity  using a control 
volume defined by hydrographic sections. We assume the thermal wind equation applies
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so that the absolute velocity is
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where m, the reference velocity, is what we are trying to determine. Writing the relative velocity, 
the second term on the rhs of (2), as vrel

 v x, z( ) = m x( ) + vrel x, z( )  (3)

In section VIII of the notes, we set this up as a discrete inverse problem. For variety, we will 
consider the problem as continuous in this section.

We divide the section into layers, and conserve mass in each layer. In Wunsch (1978), 
N = 5 layers were defined by potential temperature. Conservation of mass is written

 v x, z( )dzdx
layer i
∫

0

L

∫ = 0  (4)

Substituting (3) into (4) yields

 hi x( )m x( )dx
0

L

∫ + vrel x, z( )dzdx
layer i
∫

0

L

∫ = 0  (5)

where hi is the thickness of layer i. Note that the first term above is in the form of an inner 
product for continuous functions. The second term on the lhs above can be calculated directly  as 
our data di, so

 hi x( )m x( )dx
0

L

∫ = di  (6)

is the inverse problem we solve for the unknown m. We have N equations of the form (6), one for 
each layer, and a single continuous function m. It should be apparent that there are an infinite 
number of functions that would satisfy (6). The question is which one of these would be best.

Suppose we want the reference velocity that is smallest in the sense that
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0
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is minimized. We have a constrained optimization problem. Using the method of Lagrange 
multipliers, with constraints (6), the cost function is
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Minimizing (8) is a problem in variational calculus. Taking the variation with respect to m, and 
setting the result to zero yields
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Thus, to reach a minimum, the expression in parentheses must be zero

 m = λihi
i=1

N

∑  (10)

So the smallest  model is a linear combination of layer thicknesses. If N = 1, that is we conserve 
mass in only one layer, then the best model is simply a scaling of the layer thickness. Substitute  
(10) into the constraints (6) to find the Lagrange multipliers λi

 hi x( )hj x( )λ j dx
0

L

∫
j=1

N

∑ = di  (11)

Define the N×N matrix H whose elements are the inner products of the layer thicknesses

 Hij = hi x( )hj x( )dx
0

L

∫  (12)

Then (11) can be written as the matrix equation
 Ha = d  (13)
where a is the vector of Lagrange multipliers λi and d is the vector of data di. The Lagrange 
multipliers are found by solving (13)
 a = H−1d  (14)
Combining (14) with (10) is the solution we seek.

In setting up this problem, we choose layer depths consistent with observed potential 
temperature, or potential density. So, what would be the properties of a good set of layers in the 
sense that they improve the determination of the reference velocity? If the layer thicknesses are 
orthogonal, then H would be diagonal, and all N constraints would provide useful information. 
On the other hand if some of the layer thicknesses are similar, then H would have small 
eigenvalues, and the solution would be unstable with large values in the regions where there are 
small differences between layer thicknesses.

Referring back to the discrete formulation of this problem from section VIII, the matrix H 
is approximated by  GGT. The singular values of G are very much analogous to the eigenvalues 
of H.

What if we were to add tracers to this problem. That is, what would be the improvement 
in the solution if such quantities as heat and salt were also conserved in the layers. For a tracer ci, 
the conservation statement in a layer would be

 ci x( )hi x( )m x( )dx = di
0

L

∫  (15)
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If ci(x) is a constant, that is it does not vary along a section, then adding the tracer would add no 
information. To add information, the tracer should be linearly  independent of the layer 
thicknesses. An “ideal” tracer would be one for which:

 ci x( )hi x( )hj x( )dx = 0
0

L

∫  (16)

In mathematical terms, this is the reason why  oceanographers spend so much time looking at 
tracers.

The null space of our inverse problem consists of all functions q(x) for which

 q x( )hi x( )dx
0

L

∫ = 0  (17)

Any solution of the form
 

 

m x( ) = m x( ) + q x( )  (18)

would satisfy the constraints (6), but would be larger than m by the measure of (7).
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